Cosmic Overview
July New Moon

‘ Real

Liberation c omes n ot from glossin g over or

repressing pain ful states or feelin gs, but on ly by
experienc ing them to the full.’
Carl Jung

I build a Lighted House and therein I dwell
This month the New Moon will take place on the 2nd of July
at 20:16 BST in London when the Sun and Moon will be
together at 10 degrees of Cancer, Gene Key 39, and on this
day there will also be a Total Solar Eclipse that will be seen
in parts of South America. At present there are 39 individual
eclipse cycles passing, at different times, across the face of the
Earth, assisting our Evolution and Enlightenment.
At the time of a Solar Eclipse the Sun Moon and Earth align and
the Shadow and Light, Matter and Spirit are, ultimately,
brought into balance and harmony, through Space and Time.
This harmonious synthesis is a slow and steady process as
today, Eclipse 127 of the Saros Cycle which began back in
999AD and which will complete its cycle in 2448AD will once
again focus on bringing the Shadow to Light.
This realignment does not always seem to be achieved with ease, but
the over lighting and underpinning energetic is always to bring more
Light into awareness and to raise the Consciousness not only for the
individual but also for the Collective.
This transmutation of the Shadow into conscious awareness is central to the Cancerian archetype, for at
the Shadow level the individual unconsciously replays, over and over again, the karmic patterns that
bind us to the physical plane. Self-preservation is at the core of this archetype. These individuals are
very sensitive - they are composed of the water element and can easily be emotionally hurt, taking things
personally and eventually building a shell around themselves as protection from further hurt – this is
how the astrological image of the Crab was born
The Light flowing through the Zodiacal Stellar gateway of Cancer links to Rays 3 and 7 – Ray 3 being the
blending of Will/Power with Love/Wisdom to bring about a synthesis expressing through Active
Intelligence that brings Order out of chaos (Ray 7) creating and weaving a Bridge of Light via the Antahkarana.
At the Shadow level the Moon rules Cancer, again linking to the
Group Unconsciousness where all feelings are held within the ‘grip’ of
personal desire. The Moon is ruled by the 4th Ray of Harmony through
Conflict, so the Path of Light for Cancer is to release old emotional
patterning that has held humanity in limitation for lifetimes. As we take
responsibility for our feelings and thoughts without projecting them on
to others we begin to clean up our own auric field and also the
morphogenetic field that connects each of us as one living organism.
It is not until a certain level of impersonality is achieved by the individual that the Soul begins to be
embodied - when fully attained, Neptune replaces the Moon as the ruler of Cancer and the individual
becomes a transmitter of Unconditional, Compassionate Love via the 6th Ray of Idealism and Devotion.
This is the diffused Light of substance itself, the ‘dark Light of matter….It is the Light awaiting the stimulation coming from the Soul Light.
Alan Oken

Chart for the july new moon

New Moon 2nd July 2019 2016 20:16 BST London UK
https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/
As already mentioned the Sun and Moon at the time of the eclipse is on Gene Key 39, known as The
Transcendence of Tension, moving from Provocation to Dynamism to Liberation.
‘The 39th Gene Key and its programming partner the 38th Gene Key hold a unique place in our collective
cosmology. Above all other archetypes, these two represent the myth of the warrior. Rooted in your
adrenaline system, the 39th Gene key is a highly dynamic code that is all about action.
At the Shadow level it is rooted in the fear of being trapped - the fear of losing your individual freedom
to act. The 39th Shadow is like a cobra waiting to strike. We most often see its manifestation in our
personal relationships.
This is the shadow of Provocation, or in everyday language button pushing. The 39th Shadow has a
single goal – to provoke. If you are provoked by a person, any person, then you are under the influence
of the frequencies of this Shadow. The power of the 39th Shadow over human beings lies in our
tendency to take things personally.
The astonishing reason for this is that we think we exist as individuals, whereas in fact we are quantum
patterns in an ever-changing web of energy.’

In the case of the 39th Gene Key Dynamism becomes Liberation when it finally forgets itself entirely,
To be dynamic is to create more and more possibilities through action. The by-product of Dynamism is
that it serves many people, which in turn raises its vibration.
The 39th Gene Key is highly individualistic - it has to be so as not be taken in by the status quo. Unique
creativity has to break out of all conditioned patterns in order to rise to genius. At the Siddhic level an
interesting thing occurs when all this genetic pressure breaks through to a higher dimension.
Consciousness merges back into the totality which means that
it is has to give up its greatest gift – individual freedom. Only
in giving up the illusion of your individual freedom can you
receive an even greater gift – the Liberation of Being. Life
itself is struggling to transcend its struggle through human
beings and the 39th Shadow builds the tension for change
until it is released through the Siddhi of Liberation.
The Earth on Gene Key 38 known as The Warrior of Light asks that we move from Struggle to
Perseverance to Honour.
‘You have only to find the right fight and your whole experience of this Gene Key changes. As you pour
your heart, body and Soul into a fulfilling fight, it ceases to be a Struggle. Here you learn the difference
between meeting obstacles and fighting resistance. Resistance is what occurs when you are pushing
against the Universal flow – obstacles, however are natural to the rhythm of life. Obstacles are Gifts in
disguise. The 38th Gift is the Gift of Perseverance. This is a Gift which thrives when you are up against
the odds.
Honour is a dynamic living energy. Honour is action that is rooted in a Love so pure that it sacrifices
itself, without a thought, to serve a higher aspiration. Every act of Honour carries an equalising force
into the word rather than a divisive force. If the act brings people together into a high frequency field, it
is an act of Honour. Honour always carries the frequency of mercy and surrender within it.
As the Warrior of Light the 38th Siddhi does not fight the lower
nature; rather it absorbs the forces of darkness deep inside itself
through its action and in doing so shines out with immense
purity in the world. Whenever a Siddhi dawns in a human being,
its programming partner is also activated. Thus the 39th Siddhi of
Liberation is also released alongside the 38th Siddhi – unleashing a
chain reaction resulting in a stream of dynamic liberating energy
lasting for generations and generations.
And the Sun Moon and Earth are conjunct the North and South Nodal points at 17 Cancer/Capricorn –
Gene Keys 53 and 54. Gene Key 53, known as Evolving Beyond Evolution asks that we grow beyond
Immaturity to Expansion to Superabundance.
‘We are indeed entering a new evolutionary phase right now in which human awareness seems ready to
make a great quantum leap in terms of its expansion, but even though awareness may expand,
Consciousness does not expand since it is already everywhere and everything and even everywhen. This
is the crucial truth to understand.
Beneath the form, Consciousness never changes or evolves or expands or contracts. It simply is.
Superabundance is a space beyond frequency, but we can only describe it as a very high frequency at
which there is nothing left to do in the world.’

Gene Key 54 is pivotal at this time as the Planet Saturn is also held within this configuration alongside
the South Node at 17 Capricorn. Saturn acts as a ‘ring pass not’ until a particular Shadow is integrated
and transmuted. This Gene Key is focussing us on the very real need to move beyond Greed to Aspiration
to Ascension - to leave behind ingrained fear based beliefs based on external lack and limitation.
‘The 54th Shadow is one of the great pressures that drive humanity for it focusses upon power, status,
recognition, wealth and material gain The group consciousness pressure to be materially successful is
found in this 54th Shadow. It creates a greed mentality that is destructive to individuals, resources and
the planet.
When the Shadow transforms into the Gift then the individual aspires to
something beyond the material realm. Aspiration contains the seed of all
Higher Consciousness. At the Gift level Aspiration has to do with working with
others for the benefit of others.
The 54th Gift aspires to a higher vision of prosperity. Here we see ambition
moving beyond the personal and into the communal. These Souls want their
entire community to thrive in order that they can draw more and more
people up the hierarchy away from the self-destructive patterns of the
lower frequencies.
The 54th Siddhi concerns the notion of Ascension – the continual alchemical transformation of matter
into Spiritual essence. Here the base energy of ambition is experienced at its highest frequency and
becomes the continual pressure to keep ascending up the hierarchy. Not the social or material
hierarchy, but the spiritual evolutionary ladder which consciousness itself ascends on the return to its
own Source. True Ascension is activated automatically through the lower frequency of Aspiration. After
a certain period of time, stillness reigns over the body and you experience the purity of consciousness
without thought. This process continues until the physical body becomes more and more translucent.
One aspires and sooner or later one Ascends.’
Gene Keys 53 and 54 are making a 90 degree angle to the planet Eris on Gene Key 3. Eris is known as
the Feminine Spiritual Warrior, which ties in with Gene Key 38, The Warrior of Light, where the Earth is
at this time.
However, Gene Key 3, known as Through the Eyes of a Child asks that
we let go of all preconceived ideas and view Life with a totally open
mind, that we move out of the Shadow of Chaos into the Gift of
Innovation and ultimately into the Siddhi of Innocence
‘Individual’s working from the Shadow of the 3rd Gene Key are trapped
in a ‘separation’ consciousness by their own thoughts – thoughts that
are coming from a primitive and defensive level.
This ‘separation’ consciousness creates Chaos by resisting the very changes that are required in order
to survive and thrive. In effect you are only trapped by your own thinking – the wider you open yourself
to the chasm that lies ahead of you the more you will realise that there never was any Chaos, and the
greatest magic is revealed to you – that in Chaos there is and always has been a vast underlying
transformative order.
Innovation implies cooperation by its very nature. The path of Innovation broadly means to improve
something through the introduction of a new element or elements. In other words, life itself is designed
to transcend its own initial programming and discover new and higher forms of consciousness. Beyond

selfishness and chaos lies co-operation and Innovation. The Gift of Innovation is far more exciting than
simply being creative. It implies that you have permanently escaped the fear-based perspective of the
Shadow frequency.
Innovation also requires a deep sense of inner trust. In order to be truly
innovative you have to attain a very high frequency that allows you to
go beyond the collective worldview. All preconceived notions, dogmas
or beliefs must be discarded when they no longer serve the developing
synthesis. The Gift of Innovation requires you to become as open
hearted and open minded as a child
At the absolute zenith of its frequency the 3rd Siddhi is about Innocence.
This Siddhi reminds us that all of life, and that includes human beings,
is essentially innocent. Life is Innocent, we are life and therefore we
are Innocent.
One day humanity will evolve towards its awesome final destiny of Global and Celestial harmony. As
the 3rd Siddhi comes into the world, which it will do very shortly, a great remembering of our Innocence
will emerge in humanity. We are all really children – children of the Cosmos and our only real job is to
let go of our seriousness and find the delight in every exquisite jewel that life places before us. As a
species, humanity has hugely misjudged itself. We represent the cutting edge of consciousness on Earth
at this moment in time.
Your true home is not located within your body nor somewhere in the Universe; the centre you are
looking for is the feeling of pure Love itself, which is the omnicentric manifestation of your Eternal
State of Innocence.’
So may this New Moon and Eclipse assist us all to release patterns of emotions, thoughts and beliefs that
no longer serve, so that we may become the embodiment of a ‘Light House’ of the purest resonances at
this time to facilitate Liberation and Ascension, through the Expansion of Innocence, that Honours all of
Humanity as the Angels that We Are.

Love and Blessings
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Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd

